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1: The Kiss of Life by Emraan Hashmi with Bilal Siddiqi â€“ SpectralHues
Emraan Hashmi is a popular Bollywood actor. He shot to fame with his first runaway hit, Murder, and there was no
looking back after that. In , Emraan and his wife Parveen were tested like never before.

His paternal grandfather, Shauqat Hashmi, migrated to Pakistan after the partition of India , while his
grandmother, Meherbano Mohammad Ali known by her screen name Purnima , was an actress, who stayed in
India. Hashmi is the cousin of director Mohit Suri , with whom he has collaborated in several films. Hashmi
studied at the Jamnabai Narsee School. After graduating from Jamnabai, he attended Sydenham College in
Mumbai. Career[ edit ] â€” His performance in the film was appreciated by critics; Gaurav Malani described
him as the "scene-stealer" and praised his mannerisms. While shooting the film, Basu was diagnosed with
blood cancer, so producer-director Mahesh Bhatt completed it. A review of his performance in BBC Online
noted that he was "becoming fabulous with every film. Based on the sex industry , the film depicted the
devastating effect that non-consensual pornographic films have on the subjects. Hashmi featured as Ali Bhai, a
man who runs a sex shop. His performance garnered positive reviews from critics, with Taran Adarsh writing:
The film was a profitable production, [18] but met with negative reviews from critics. There is no unnecessary
bluster or melodrama, and he does a pretty believable job. There is something lazy about his acting, by which I
mean he makes the job look easy. He then acted in the crime thriller The Killer adapted from the film
Collateral [21] and the romance Dil Diya Hai. Both these films failed critically and commercially. The film
flopped at the box office and received unfavourable reviews. Hashmi was cast as the protagonist Shivam, a
gangster with a tragic past. The film was considered a poorly executed flop. Emraan Hashmi [is] an actor who
conceals more than he reveals on screen. There is an inherent pain in his personality that this film taps better
than anything he has done earlier. This film marks the emergence of a major talent. His performance was
appreciated by critics; Taran Adarsh commented that "[t]he actor displays the gamut of emotions with aplomb,
he changes expressions like a chameleon changes colors. Jannat is yet another turning point in his career. As
the brooding, prescient painter, who paints death on his canvas and falls in love with one of subjects, he is
suitably aggrieved, desperate and afraid. The film performed poorly at the box office. The picture, which
depicted the rise of organised crime in Mumbai , saw Hashmi play Shoaib Khan, a character inspired by
real-life gangster Dawood Ibrahim. If he is cute in the romantic scenes, he is believably tough in the action and
dramatic scenes. The film, as well as his performance generated mixed reviews from critics. It was initially
titled "Informer", but was later changed to the current title, making it a follow-up film to Jannat The film
opened to critical acclaim, and Hashmi received unanimous praise for his portrayal of Joginder Parmar, a
videographer who sometimes shoots porn films. Though a commercial success, [66] [67] the film and his
performance received mostly negative reviews; critic Kunal Guha commented: X was a disaster at the box
office, along with negative reviews, the other being the long-awaited Hamari Adhuri Kahani , opposite Vidya
Balan for the third time. It was commercially average despite getting mixed reviews by critics, although it
received positive reactions from the audience. Reboot , which is the fourth film in the Raaz film series and was
released on 16 September Raaz Reboot was average at the box office. The couple have a son, Ayaan Hashmi,
who was born on 3 February So, he returned to the sets the soonest he could.
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2: The Kiss of Life: How a Superhero and My Son Defeated Cancer by Emraan Hashmi
Actor Emraan Hashmi has announced that the title of his first ever book is The Kiss of Life: How A Superhero and My
Son Defeated Cancer", which chronicles his son's struggle with the dreaded.

Knowing how promotional activities are designed these days it could have gone either ways, but something
told me that this was not your regular biography. And the reason I wanted to read this book was because I like
to read genuine unabridged stories of people. So when a story as real as this one is written, it appeals to me a
lot and you bet I am reading it. Being such a popular actor, Emraan Hashmi has always been in the limelight
for his bold acting and an image tag of being a "serial-kisser", which often shields the reality of who this
person really is. Outside his screen presence he is an actor, a family man, a homebody and most importantly,
an incredible father. This book goes beyond, and along with the journey of an actor in the industry, it also
gives a full account of the struggle of a parent with an ailing child. The fact that cancer has become so
common these days, and a lot of us know someone either diagnosed or battling with it, that it should alarm all
of us. We have medical camps, advertisements, marathons and other organized events, to bring awareness
about a disease. But we still lack a lot of the basics, the various treatments, and the psychology of the carers.
We must educate ourselves, not only about the fundamentals of the ailment, but also about how we can
contribute better, and be more mindful of those around the actual patient - who are perhaps as distressed
emotionally as their loved ones are physically. Writing about yourself is different to writing about your family,
because when it comes to our families or close ones we all get very protective. Reliving extremely emotional
moments of fear, panic and loss, along with the unpleasant memories brings with it the feeling of
vulnerability. To be able to find strength in that, is a difficult but admirably a courageous thing to realize. It
only proves how incredible a human being Emraan Hashmi is, to excavate deep into the darkest days of his
life only so he could share with everyone the many ins and outs of a disease. I like how meticulous and
comprehensive Emraan has been in this book in regards to the things he learned from his own experience,
from that of fellow patients, from doctors and cares, to the endless articles and research papers he went
through in order to find a better and lesser harmful treatment for his son. Kudos to Bilal Siddiqi for being able
to narrate and deliver the message so beautifully, for delicately handling a story of a child battling with cancer,
and sharing the facts in simple layman language so everyone could benefit from it. Final Thoughts My biggest
take away from this book, apart from my grown respect for Emraan Hashmi, is that nutrition and a peaceful
mind have a much bigger role to play in our lives than we realize. There is a burning need for change. About
The Author Emraan Hashmi is a year-old famous Bollywood actor, who has acted in several movies and is
recognized for playing unconventional and bold characters on screen. Bilal Siddiqi is a young and talented
published author, screenwriter and more. This is his first book that he wrote with Emraan, and I wish he
continues to write. Available at great discounts.
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3: The Kiss Of Life by Emraan Hashmi Review â€“ The Enchanting World of Books
Bollywood actor Emraan Hashmi will release his first book, The Kiss of Life, on April 7. At the age of four, Emraan's son
Ayan was diagnosed with cancer. And the book, co-authored by him and Bilal Siddiqi, is based on the struggles faced by
the actor and his family during the time when they were.

If it is difficult to be a star actor with a crazy fan-following, it is more challenging to be the father of a
three-and-a-half year old boy who is diagnosed with cancer. The very controversial Murder brought him fame
and turned him into almost an overnight star with his own fan following that draws his fans to the theatres the
minute a new film is released. Similar doubts enter your mind when you pick up this book. But once you begin
reading it, there is no putting it down, albeit, after intervals as this is not fiction but real life. In the lucid
foreword, he writes: One is to know your body, screen irregular things that you notice and take precautions.
And the other thing is to acknowledge the fleeting nature of life. Hussain Zaidi, a former investigative
journalist and now a successful author specializing in investigative non-fiction on the criminal underworld
visited Emraan when Ayaan was undergoing treatment in Canada. When he heard the whole story, he told the
actor to put it down in writing. Penguin was happy to publish it. The chapters foray into his evolution as an
actor and his journey â€” traumatic, emotional, social and professional as a father who is suddenly told that his
son might die. The book is a constant reminder to the wonderful support system his wife Parveen was during
the entire process specially when Emraan could not stay on for the Canada treatment because of his shooting
schedules which Ayaan did not take to kindly. He goes on to narrate how he became an Internet freak
whenever he could break away from his hectic shooting schedules or his hospital visits with and for his son
The information he gleaned from the search engines he says was scarier than he had imagined but on
hindsight, it taught him a lot. He tries to keep the readers informed much before the disease can attack them or
their family members. In a nine-page epilogue at the end of the book, the reader gets volumes of information
about how cancer can be prevented before it strikes, what food to eat, what foods to avoid, how mammograms
might even induce breast cancer in highly sensitive women because mammograms are not really diagnostic.
We learn how most of us are entirely ignorant about the chemo-sensitive test needed to find out which chemo
will suit which patient and whether the patient will respond to the chemo at all before administering chemo to
a cancer patient. Not everyone can afford the expensive treatment though there are many health NGOs who
are helping the deserving with medicine and treatment costs. This ingenuous mix of the ground reality of a
pair of parents constantly burdened with the sword of Damocles hanging over their heads, the point-of-view
projections of little Ayaan who is puzzled by the string of lies his father riddles him with, and motivated by
that one lie of Batman conversing with him directly over the cell-phone, the tragedy of a little boy having to
live the rest of his boyhood minus his fast food loves like pizzas and French Fries and burgers, intertwined
with the journey of a young man who was almost coerced into films by his grandmother Purnima makes The
Kiss of Life â€” How A Superhero And My Son Defeated Cancer a delightful read with a shelf-life that should
serve us all well as an informative book. The book will not win any literary prizes because it is just plain speak
and there are no pretensions to enrich the language with metaphors and similes and ironies. It is
straightforward, simple and moving and that is what makes it a buyable and readable book.
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4: Emraan Hashmi reveals first look of his book 'The Kiss of Life'
The Kiss of Life is about that time in Hashmi's life when his son needed him the most, the time when all his other
experiences paled in comparison to the tennis ball tumour that invaded his son's.

Jun 12, Akankshit Kanungo rated it it was amazing I never planned to take up this book so soon, but a day
spent at an airport alone was enough to start and finish without much of a break. Starting from the very first
page, the foreword, this will keep you hooked till the end. You dont have to be a movie or bollywood fan to
read this. The various phases he has to go through, the people in his life, his support system, r I never planned
to take up this book so soon, but a day spent at an airport alone was enough to start and finish without much of
a break. The various phases he has to go through, the people in his life, his support system, relationships all go
through a depressing time and come out strong in the end. More than what you get to know about Emraan
Hashmi and his kid from this book, what will keep you interested is the detailed research gone behind our own
lifestyles, the way we take things that come our way and the words of wisdom related to cancer which all of us
should know. Hats off to such an attempt by him. Cancer comes with a lot of consequences. And this book
shows how you can approach the same in a positive manner. A must read for anyone who wants to know more
about this disease, rather about life and its struggles. Have only been audience to a few of his films. I always
wanted to read this book just as a curiosity to peek into his life. From the cover till the very last page, I was
gripped. It portrays a totally different side of the actor. One could relate as to how the actor tackles the
challenge of cancer affected son. It shows him as a normal human being with the need for normalcy of his son.
The emotions are pure raw. Good or bad, it Not a fan of Emraan Hashmi but I always loved the music in his
films. Good or bad, it has been written in an call a spade, a spade manner. I liked that fact. There are many
takeaway from this one. To be resilient and to take on the challenges which life throws as a superhero. To get
up each time, you are knocked down. All this in a beautifully written tale. I almost had tears at certain juncture
of the book. It touched me and made a shift in my paradigm. I would highly recommend this book to anyone
looking for a quick read about a loving family and an amazing kid beating a horrible illness.
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5: The Kiss of Life By Emraan Hashmi
Honest, bold, personal and heart-warming, The Kiss of Life By Emraan Hashmi and Bilal Siddiqi is about an actor and a
father's trials and triumphs. About the Author Emraan Hashmi and Bilal Siddiqi Emraan Hashmi is a famous Bollywood
actor.

How could someone pen down a odd page book on the fight his four year old son gave to defeat cancer? Is it
going to be a tell-tale account or would there be fictional elements incorporated into it? All these
apprehensions started evaporating by the time I was through with the first pages of the book. Emraan Hashmi,
the man who has seen a roller coaster ride as far as his professional career is concerned, keeps it all straight
and simple while narrating the tale of how he and his wife Parveen came together to help their son Ayaan
battle out cancer. Of course there is a certain Batman who helped too more about that later. What impresses
most about the book is the human element that is kept intact right through, something which ensures that as a
reader, you have an instant connect. It is a known fact that a couple of years ago, cancer was detected in
Ayaan. Of course, work became less of a worry when it was found that there was tumour in Ayaan, and that
had affected one of his kidneys as well. In the middle of this all, Emraan also completed his three films. All of
this may seem to be neatly summarized in six lines but the fact remains that the journey which Emraan,
Parveen and Ayaan took would shock anyone who has ever felt connected to a loved one. The period of
uncertainty, the suspense about the cure, the suggestions around various medications, the multiple opinions
sought, and above all, the mental and physical trauma faced by the one who is suffering from cancer and those
around him â€” you can actually get at least the sense of pain while turning over the pages. Emraan and Bilal
do well not to make it depressing though. This is where the motif of Batman, the superhero, comes into play.
Ayaan loves superheroes and Emraan reveals how it was the call from the Batman that kept things tricking for
the young one. Read on the book to find out how. Meanwhile, the book is kept engaging with many anecdotes
about his Bollywood life that Emraan shares intermittently. Instead, he alternates the tales of cancer with his
own filmy life, so that as a reader you are saved from the monotony. What turns out to be the best deal about
the book though is the manner in which Emraan goes about educating and even requesting readers about living
a healthy lifestyle, so as to prevent cancer. However, Emraan does that and with his heart right in there and
that too with right detailing as he shares good deal of what kind of food to eat or not eat , what sort of
medication could one opt for, an extract of the research that he did in this period of turmoil and the day-to-day
lifestyle changes that one could begin to adopt. Just for this effort, the book deserves a must read.
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6: The Kiss of Life: Emraan Hashmi On How His Son Defeated Cancer
The Kiss of Life is a kind of memoir this book gives us a glance in star Emraan Hashmi's life. It is usually assumed that
being an actor is a easy job, with good money and lots of fame, but, cancer does not differentiate between an actor, an
industrialist or a common man.

Share Amidst chaos inside his head and his heart weighing him down with fear and anxiety, a father picks up
the phone and calls his four-year-old son who is battling cancer. Emraan Hashmi is not just a charming face or
an unconventional actor. He is not just bold in his character portrayals. Hashmi, or Emmi as his family
members call him, is also a father who is level-headed, unfazed and unyielding. Emraan Hashmi with wife
Parveen and son Ayaan. The chapters alternate between the present - the hospital wards, chemo and the
shivers - and the past, where Hashmi battles his own doubts of being an actor, the ups and downs in his career,
the media branding him as a serial kisser, the typecasting and so on. He talks about guidelines, a nutrition
plan, hospital procedures and the will power to fight the C monster. The ordeal The father-actor got candid in
a conversation. This has been a life-changing incident and I thought there was something worth writing about.
After writing quite a bit about the ordeal, I realised it is all too heavy for a reader. The Kiss of Life; Penguin;
Rs So, while you are smiling during some chapters, others pull at your heartstrings. Hashmi, at times, spends
hours wondering where he went wrong as a parent. He stares in wonder at how tough his wife and sweetheart,
Parveen, becomes and at times, appears helpless when he has to leave his family during such a testing time,
for a shoot schedule. The ordeal is taxing enough without having to relive it through a book. But I think it was
more therapeutic than disturbing. It was kind of a closure. When you get to express it once more, it eases the
pain. As time goes by, you will forget it. This way, Ayaan can look back and know what he has been through,"
Hashmi says. In The Kiss of Life, Hashmi has also delved deep into his family history. Hashmi writes the
incident with vivid details, just as his father had narrated it to him. That was his way out. Recalling those
times, Hashmi says, "Every actor switches on and off. There is so much going on in a film set. There is so
much chaos there, adding to the one in your head. I was initially very reluctant to get back on the set. But
when I gained the momentum of work, I realised I could be someone else, let go off the baggage even if it is
for a few minutes. After writing around pages on your life and the many demons you have had to fight, the
small beautiful moments that make it worth living, friendships and love, one is bound to have a favourite part.
That chapter took a lot of time to write, because I had to figure out how it changed me. I am still figuring out,"
he says. With uncle-mentor Mahesh Bhatt. Hashmi is never considered your run-on-the-mill, conventional
actor. Amidst many negative comments, I realise there is the problem of sensibility too. I never overplayed my
part. I think I have got my due from the audience. There is always a higher place to reach. Book Review ,
Bollywood , Emraan Hashmi The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of DailyO. The writers are solely responsible for any
claims arising out of the contents of this article. Writer The writer is chief correspondent at Mail Today.
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7: Emraan Hashmi - Wikipedia
Emraan Hashmi At Mumbai Launch Of The Kiss Of Life Emraan Hashmi and His Son Launched 'The Kiss of Life' Book |
www.enganchecubano.com - Duration: Viralbollywood 4, views.

Facebook Who is this? I needed to make sure I replied to him in the right voice. I could imagine his eyes
widen with disbelief. Is that reallyâ€¦ Batman? Are you fighting crime in Gotham? I decided to tell him what I
had called him for in the first place. I could hear it over the phone. It will take some time, but once we are
done, you are going to become better than Iron Man! You will be Ayaan Man! But I had already donned that
cape. The incongruity would get to him. He looked up at me sheepishly. I looked back at him and raised an
eyebrow. He was brimming over with excitement, fighting the urge to tell me what had just happened. My son
was going to be a superhero. I remembered the night before, when we had tricked Ayaan into believing that
we had checked into a hotel. Once I went back to his room, he threw a fit when he was given the insipid
hospital food. He demanded pizza and all the other junk that got him happy. It took us some time to get him to
settle down, after which he asked me a simple question. Children of African origin are more prone to suffer
from it than children of other races. It is named after a German doctor, Max Wilms, who wrote one of the first
medical articles about the disease in â€” it would seem unfortunate for a man to have a damned disease named
after him. Because at that moment, I disliked the word itself. Suddenly, I had to prove to myself that I had in
me the stuff that my role models were made off. I had to be Superman, in my own little way. They battle the
disease one day at a time for months, sometimes years, enduring pain and sacrificing their moments of
childhood that will never come backâ€¦ My son wanted to be Batman. In many ways, he has become him. He
has coped with pain and has fought cancer. Just like all stories need a conclusion, the story of Batman needs to
end too. But probably, he will learn by himself, just like I did, that living your life responsibly is a superpower
by itself. So after writing this book, I am going to make one final call to him as Batman. That story needs
some closure. You are six years old now, and soon you will finish school and go to college. I will grow old
and wither away, and you may have to face the big bad world out there by yourself.
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8: What The Kiss of Life tells you about Emraan Hashmi the actor, the father
Emraan Hashmi along with his kid at the launch of the book 'The Kiss Of Life'. The book talks about the hardships he
and his wife faced when their son was diagnosed with cancer at the age of four.

Well my guess was not superfluous. The book indeed is titled The kiss of life. But the book is not at all like
his movies. Being a mother of a one year old, I was always in tears while reading about Ayaan Hashmi, the
only child of the actor Emraan Hashmi and wife Praveen, who was diagnosed with the 2nd stage Wilms
Cancer a rare case of kidney cancer found in children. It was like I could feel the pain of Emraan and his wife.
I kept reading the book and kept looking at my son thinking I could never bear to see my child in pain.
Ignorance along with innocence is such a bliss for kids. He remained to his cheerfulness throughout the
treatment which also has its positive effect on him. Something which is not possible with elders who knows
what cancer can do and dies much before death engulfs their life. The thought of cancer sucks life out of them.
But not in the case of Ayaan. Though cancer gave him nightmare but according to Emraan his life along with
theirs is slowing coming back to normalcy. His initial carefree years, movies, tagged as serial kisser, wife
Praveen, his parents and family. Though I was not much interested to read about his story but reading it was a
relief from the heart wrenching pain from thinking about Ayaan. The book become so heart rendering at times
that one could come close to tears. Suddenly came a chapter in the book which made reading the book
worthwhile. Throughout the book Emraan kept saying he has done a lot of research on cancer while his son
was going through the treatment. Well he has shared his research and finding which was completely worth a
read. I think Emraan did it out of fatherly duty. Sugar is a deadly ingredients in our kitchen which we all
consume religiously. Sugar eaten by cancer patient is like feeding cancer cells. Along with this Emraan has
also shared some other findings related to cancer. These information could prove to be very valuable for a
person suffering from this disease along with people in general. Emraan has also shared alternative options to
chemotherapy which was quite a read but honestly it needs guts to try them on. I remember reading in Steve
Jobs biography by Issac Newton that Steve Jobs when diagnosed with cancer refuse to get it treated in
conventional way and instead opt for other options which resulted in tumor spreading throughout his body and
claiming his life which could have been saved easily as it was a 2nd stage malignant. Even Yuvraj tried
acupuncture to avoid chemo but to no avail. I, also, particularly liked one more chapter where Ayaan runs a
school race only after three months of the completion treatment was truly inspiring. That one chapter could
beat hundreds of self help and motivational books. There is no take away from his movies but not this book.
Also I wish Ayaan a pink and extremely healthy future.
9: Emraan Hashmiâ€™s â€˜The Kiss of Lifeâ€™
The Kiss of Life by Emraan Hashmi is also very similar to Yuvraj Singh memoir but with a difference. Being a mother of
a one year old, I was always in tears while reading about Ayaan Hashmi, the only child of the actor Emraan Hashmi and
wife Praveen, who was diagnosed with the 2nd stage Wilms Cancer a rare case of kidney cancer found in children.
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